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TABLE 6

MESSAGES GENERATING FULL ApPLAUSE

AND ISOLATED CLAPPING

ApPLAUSE TYPE

MESSAGE TYPE Full Isolated Total

All formats ....... 1,074 191 1,265
Miscellaneous ..... 514 223 737

Total .......... 1,588 414 2,002

NOTE.-X2 = 62.25, P < .001 Cd! = 1).

bution of applause produced in response to the speeches of Members of
Parliament with that produced in response to the remainder of the
speeches. The results of this comparison are also set out in table 5. It
shows that M. P. 's secured a higher proportion of applause through state
ments produced with the use of rhetorical formats than did other speakers
(X 2 = 6.72; P [one-tailed] < .005,1 df). Moreover, this differential was
concentrated on particular formats-lists, pursuits, and headline-punch
lines. While these results suggest that experience and professionalism may
play some role in influencing the general distribution of applause, the
relationship is a weak one (Q = .148), and a broader view of table 5
argues for the overall stability of the association between the use of the
rhetorical devices and the generation of applause regardless of particular
speaker characteristics.

Taken as a whole, table 5 provides impressive general support for the
hypothesis that political messages that are packaged in rhetorical formats
embodying emphasis and projectability are more likely to be applauded
than messages that are not so packaged. The distribution of applause in
association with the various formats described is generally stable regard
less of political party and type of speaker. This conclusion is qualified
only by a slight tendency for more practiced political speakers to gain a
higher proportion of their applause from rhetorical devices than run-of
the-mill conference participants. These results suggest that there is a
fundamental tendency for audiences to respond to political statements
that employ the rhetorical devices and that experienced political speakers
use them more often, or more appositely, or deliver them more effec
tively.

To refine the evaluation of Atkinson's hypothesis, we further sought to
test the claim that the rhetorical formats are more likely to engender
collective than individual clapping. We compared the messages associ
ated with full applause and those applauded by only one or two audience
members (isolated claps). The results are set out in table 6, which shows
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(categories 2 and 5). In the case of negative attacks, rhetorical formats are
generally about twice as effective as miscellaneous sentences, while in
positive assertions format use exerts a greater influence, formats proving
to be between three and five times more effective than miscellaneous
sentences. 31

In sum, the evidence at hand is as follows. Table 10 suggests that while
a preexisting consensus of support for the content of a speech may in
crease the likelihood that the speech will be applauded, this effect is
predominantly expressed through increased reaction to the rhetorically
formatted statements of the speech rather than as increased general re
sponse to the speech's content regardless of rhetorical structuring. Tables
11 and 12 suggest that, while rhetorical structuring is a pervasive in
fluence on whether an assertion will be applauded, this influence is partic
ularly great in the context of positive assertions, which are intrinsically
less likely to be responded to with applause. The evidence from table 10,
together with the finding (data not shown) that rhetorically formatted
assertions are particularly strongly clustered in categories 1 and 2, sug
gests that an audience that is strongly committed to a particular position
may require powerfully expressed assertions of that position as a condi
tion of response. Because a nonformatted assertion may appear luke
warm, a speaker may be under a stronger necessity to make use of rhetor
ical formats than would otherwise be the case.

Although we have sought in this section to treat the form and content
of political messages as independent of one another, this treatment is, in
part at least, counterfactual. As noted above, position taking is intrinsi
cally suited to critically oriented assertions, and, more significant still,
the contrast inherently embodies an element of that negativity that, as we
have seen, is a persistent feature influencing audience responses to polit
ical messages. This conjunction of the contrast with negativity was not
lost on Aristotle, who observes in The Rhetoric 3.17.1418b, "Refutative
enthymemes are better liked than demonstrative; the refutative process
always makes the conclusion more striking, for setting opposites side by
side renders their opposition more distinct" (Cooper 1932, p. 235). The
present study confirms this observation beyond reasonable doubt.

31 The greater success rates for rhetorically formatted statements in comparison with
miscellaneous statements is thus particulary marked for positive assertions (all speak
ers: X2 = 73.3, Q = .74) and rather less strong for negative attacks (all speakers: X2

= 19.66, Q = .44). The relationship may be alternatively described by noting that the
tendency for negative assertions to be applauded more often than positive ones is
particularly marked for miscellaneous statements (all speakers: X2 = 41.84, Q = .683)
and is attenuated for rhetorically formatted statements (all speakers: X2 = 17.67, Q
= .333). These relationships were highly consistent when the data were disaggregated
between rostrum and platform speakers.
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CONCLUSION

Taken as a whole, the findings reported in this paper strongly support
Atkinson's proposal that audience responses to political speeches are in
fluenced by the verbal structuring of the statements that are made. As we
have seen, seven basic rhetorical formats were found to be associated
with more than two-thirds of all the applause that was generated by some
42 hours of political speeches made in Britain at the party conferences of
1981. This proportion was broadly stable, regardless of the political party
or the type of speaker involved and of the overall rate at which the
audience responded. Statements that incorporated these formats were
between two and eight times as likely to be applauded as those that did
not. They were also significantly less likely to be associated with isolated
clapping. The effectiveness of the rhetorical formats in generating ap
plause was strongly, though differentially, influenced by performance
factors. The impact of the rhetorical formats on audience response was
mediated by the general disposition of the conference audiences to re
spond to negative rather than constructive assertions. The relative effec
tiveness of the formats was not diminished, but rather enhanced, in
contexts where the audience was already strongly committed to the posi
tion advocated by the speaker. An audience's agreement with the content
of a political speech is thus a necessary condition, but not in general a
sufficient one, for the generation of applause.

The conclusions of this paper may be viewed as discomforting by those
who understand political debate as an activity in which speakers seek to
persuade, and audiences are influenced, by processes of rational argu
ment. However, the rhetorical devices occur in a variety of other forms of
persuasive communication, and their general effectiveness may arise
from the fact that, although specialized to the constraints of the speech
making context, they have their roots in ordinary talk, where they occur,
most prominently, in contexts of persuasion.

As Atkinson (1983, 1984a) has pointed out, the functioning of the
rhetorical devices is not confined to political speech making. Several of
the devices-in particular, the contrast and the three-part list-are com
monplace in advertising slogans, newspaper editorials, and other prose
text passages designed to persuade. Mulkay and his colleagues have noted
the occurrence of similar devices in scientific texts and even in letters
exchanged between research scientists. 32 In a rather different study,
Dorothy Smith (1978) has observed the extensive use of contrasts in pas-

32 See Mulkay (1984), Potter (1983), and Yearley (1982) for some developments of this
argument.
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